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Q 13: Please add your comments here:
Dear EPA

In 2013 cruise chips visiting Sydney Harbour emitted an enormous 124 tonnes of nitrous oxide and 16
tonnes of fine particles (PM2.5) (report by DNV GL below). These levels of toxic emissions will continue
to increase as Australia is the fastest growing cruise industry in the world. We want our children to enjoy
a long life expectancy, and not have it reduced by the risk of cardio-vascular disease and lung cancer
caused by these pollutants. 

Clean Air for NSW can fix this issue if cruise ships visiting Sydney Harbour are required to use low
sulfur fuel in Sydney Harbour (not just when at berth) AND to plug in to shore power when at berth.
There are many environmental and economic benefits of shore power, as shown by the recent
successful implementation of shore power in Brooklyn, New York. 

Why should Sydney-siders have to live with increased mortality rates because we allow ageing,
polluting ships that would be banned from North America and Europe? Why is Australia lagging so far
behind the rest of the world in regulating emissions from cruise ships? The time to act is NOW.

In Sydney:
-residents and children at local schools continue to suffer nausea, headaches and increased asthma
from the strong diesel exhaust fumes blowing in their houses and across playgrounds. And we know
these dangerous fine particle emissions travel many hundreds of kilometres, across all of Sydney.
-this month two ships were double-berthed for 60 consecutive hours at White Bay burning copious
quantities of thick low-grade diesel fuel. The air stank of diesel exhaust making many residents sick on
those days. This problem will get much worse as the 8 occasions ships were double-berthed at White
Bay in 2016 will increase by over 100% to 17 occasions in 2017. 
-cruise ship visits are increasing massively with 117 ship visits at White Bay last year compared to 201
ship visits in 2017, so Sydney air quality will get worse as this huge number of ships continuously run



their engines in Sydney Harbour the whole 8 hours or more they are at berth.
-201 ship visits equates to having a cruise ship in every single day for close to 7 months of the year.
This is so detrimental to our and our childrens' short term and long term health. 

We need Clean Air for NSW to make it a priority to:
-require low sulfur fuel the whole time a cruise ship is in Sydney Harbour and 
-implement shore power for cruise ships berthed in Sydney Harbour

Then a significant source of PM2.5, nitrous oxide and sulfur-dioxide will be eliminated and the short and
long term health of Sydney-siders will be vastly improved. 

Regards
Lisa-Marie Murphy

DNV GL report - http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/resources/air/gma-ship-emissions.pdf
Q 14: Or, upload your comments:
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